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1. Look at the rainbow colour list below and think about each 
colour and what its feeling means to you (there are some 
handy hints here too!)  If you are doing this with someone you 
can talk to them about it.  

Red: PASSION  
What are you passionate about?  Animals, Hobbies, sport,  
do you collect stuff? what are you favourite things?

Orange: CREATIVITY 
What do you like to do?  Make, bake, draw, dance, sing, write,  
colour, collect?  Go DO IT!

Yellow:Yellow: ENERGY 
Time to Move! What are your favourite moving activities?  
How do you feel when you do them? Why not have a go now!  
Show you moving!   

Green:  HEALTH 
How do you look after your Mind & Body? What healthy foods  
do you like? – What activities do you do to keep healthy?  
What are you favourite smells, tastes, sounds?

Blue: WORRIES 
Do you have any worries? What are they Who can you tell and  
share these with?  what can you do to make you feel better? 

Purple:  ME TIME 
What do you like to do just for yourself? What quiet thing do  
you enjoy? How to do rest, calm yourself and relax? 

2. With your idea,  fill up each part of the rainbow (flip side) with 
colour by writing, drawing, sticking and doodling to show you 
how colourful your life is!  

3. When you decorated each part your Rainbow, mark the middle 
of the rainbow with your Amber Puppy Rainbow sticker!  When 
you have finished why not display your work on a wall at home. 

4. Your AMBER puppy Rainbow stickers are now supercharged 
with your Colourful Rainbow Life

5. Why not do this with another colourful person in your life and 
see how colourful their lives are too! It could be a Parent, Carer, 
Brother, Sister or Grandparent. 

My Colourful Rainbow Life
INSTRUCTIONS:  
Do you know how COLOURFUL your life is?  Did you know that some colours can make us feel certain ways?   
In My Rainbow Coloured Life, you will look at five colours from the rainbow matched with a  feeling, action or 
emotion!  Here how to do it;


